
Duboce Triangle Neighborhood Logo Contest

PURPOSE: A neighborhood logo is a great way to give an area its own unique identity that can
be easily recognized by anyone who lives in the area or frequents it. It is also beneficial in
marketing and promoting the area in order to draw more people to the community.

Furthermore, a recognizable logo can act as a symbol of unity, helping to bring people together
and create a sense of belonging for everyone. From local businesses to artistic expressions, a
logo is a powerful way to present the neighborhood and reflect its personality and individuality.

NO PURCHASE IS NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN
What: The Duboce Triangle Neighborhood Association is launching a Logo Contest. The logo
will represent our organization and be used on DTNA official communications and promotions.

We are a small residential neighborhood with a big heart, and the logo will represent our
community.

Eligibility: The DTNA Logo Contest is open to everyone - Duboce Triangle members,
residents, all who live, work or own property in the Triangle, regardless of age, gender, race,
political affiliation, sexual orientation.

Sponsor: The Contest is sponsored by the Duboce Triangle Neighborhood Association.

Considerations: Review the DTNA Mission Statement and its’ goal to build community. We are
looking for a logo that is easily recognizable and represents our neighborhood identity; is green,
diverse and forward-thinking.

The Logo should:
Be flexible and usable for all types of activities: Membership, Event promotion, Meetings and
Social Activities.
Be Easily Recognizable
Speak to the Neighborhood

Agreement to Official Rules:
Participants in the Contest constitutes entrants full and unconditional agreement to acceptance
of these Official Rules and the decision of the Sponsor, which are final and binding. Winning a
prize is contingent upon being compliant with these Official Rules.

Contest Period:
The contest Starts: April 12, 2023, Ends: June 13, 2023. Submissions will be accepted for
the duration of the Contest.

How to Enter



Entrants are neighbors or business owners of the Duboce Triangle. All entries become the
property of DTNA. email entries to: president@dtna.org or mail to DTNA President: 2261
Market St., PMB #301, San Francisco, CA 94114

Logo Selection:
The entries will be posted on DTNA’s website for neighbors to review and provide input. The
DTNA Board of Directors will review all entries and will select the logo to be used by DTNA
based on neighbor feedback and how best it meets the neighborhood character (see
considerations). For fairness, all entries will be kept anonymous. As organizer, President Frank
Tizedes will not have a vote on the final decision, though he may participate in the discussion.

General Prize Drawing
There will be a prize for the logo selected and the runner up.
Prizes:

● First Drawing, $100
● Second Drawing, $50
● Drawing Winner: All entries (except top two) will be placed in a pool for drawing for

DTNA Membership or $25 visa card..

Winners will be notified using the phone or email address used to submit the logo.

Thank you for helping keep Duboce Triangle Neighborhood a great place to live, work, and
play.

DTNA

mailto:president@dtna.org

